
ElarScan 
universal 
planetary 
scanners 
Variety of models 
for different needs

Visit www.elarscan.co.uk for 
details and many live videos!

From small items 
to DIN A2, A1 and A0 

One-touch 
Macro-mode to  

800dpi ISO-19264-1  
and more

Online image  
pre-processing 

by LiveView! 

FreeFrame  
technology for 20 images  

by one scan 

All-in-one with  
integrated PC and full  

ELAR ScanImage software 

Made by digitalization 
professionals



Not just  
a “book scanner” 
All types of originals DIN A2, A1 and A0 – 
from small items to oversized documents, from 
flat maps, newspapers to bound materials with 
a limited opening angle.

ElarScans are optimized for producing digital 
copies, creating digital collections of objects or 
items, scanning magazines or brochures, any 
bound or delicate archive material, project files, 
law court cases, photo archives, bank reports, 
catalogues,  drawings, posters, whatever. 

One-touch Macro-mode gets you out of limit 
“400 dpi for full DIN A2”  
Adjust a maximum optical zoom for each fragment 
by pressing button on the front panel. True output 
600 and 800 dpi by Metamorfoze/ISO/FADGI 
achieved in second when you need it. You do not 
need separate large format and hi-res scanners: 
universal ElarScan combine both in one.  

Fast and productive: scans take just a second. 
ElarScans utilize modern CMOS matrix one-shot 
photo-sensor technology for instant (milliseconds) 
image creation.

Online image pre-processing by instant 
LiveView for FreeFrame to scan 20 fragments 
at once, for auto-format, multi-masking, page 
splitting, cropping and other operations.  No 
any “pre-scan”: scanning is managed directly by 
real live view.

You always see what you scan – “planetary” 
means contactless and face-up. No need to flip 
the book upside-down - unlike flatbed scanners 
or multi-function devices.  



Need super-heavy microscopic 1000dpi scans 
for heritage preservation?  
Call your ElarScan partner, we have the C-800 
series for your special needs! 

Powerful and flexible cradles combined with 
integrated laser-assisted V-shape and 3D curvature 
correction enable books and folders to be opened to 
120° or 90°, suitable for bound volumes up to 15 or 40 
cm thickness and more - depending on the model. 

All-in-one ElarScans with built-in PC are ready for use. 
Integrated powerful ELAR ScanImage software supports 
conveyor distributed network image-processing, provides 
a powerful range of filters and batch project-based 
operations. Auto-naming, multiple file formats, hot-folders, 
background batch processing, barcode/patch-code, 
metadata, job profiles, project transfer and many other 
technologies are supported.  Rich in post-scan features 
including image enhancements, corrections, multiply output 
formats, incl. searchable multiPDF with an OCRed text layer 
for 54 supported languages, etc. 

See complete spec at www.elarscan.co.uk

Scan experience built into 
ElarScans is the key to your 
success!  
For 25 years ELAR made thousands 
of  projects, annually from 30 to 100 
million pages scanned. The total 
number of scanned pages is about 
1.000.000.000 - this is a stack several 
hundred kilometers high - the height 
of the Earth’s orbiting satellites.



ElarScan A2-400/600   
Fast, professional, universal 
and affordable! 

The all-in-one planetary ElarScan A2-400/600 
is a unique low investment scanner for your 
digitizing needs up to DIN A2+ format. Whether 
for producing digital copies, creating digital 
presentation of objects and artefacts, scanning 
books, any bound or delicate documents, 
project or law court files, reports, catalogues, 
maps, drawings, newspapers, posters, 
whatever - the fast and friendly ElarScan A2 is 
your full-featured professional partner.

ElarScan A2-400WU   

Scan self-service “Walk-Up” 

Scan self-service for students, library 
patrons, visitors of reading halls 

Easy to use: no mouse or keyboard is 
required, simple integrated touch-screen 
control 

Same ELAR ScanImage 2.x supports 
optimized «Walk-up mode» with simplified 
user interface 

Specialists can also switch to professional 
mode and use ElarScan for internal needs in 
full power

 Save scans to network folder, to own USB-
stick, send by e-mail or to internet FTP/HTTP, 
incl. GoogleDrive, etc. 



ElarScan A2-R and A2-RA       
Raise and lower interchangeable Flat and V-glasses 

  Unique planetary DIN A2+ scanners include two easy 
interchangeable Flat and V-shape 120° flattening glass. 

  ElarScans A2-600R use manually handled flattening glass 
to lift up/down.

  «ReproAutomat» A2-600RA models are fully automatic 
with motorized both lift and auto-balancing cradle. 

  Powerful side LEDs lights UV/ IR free to 
achieve ISO 19264-1 Level B scan quality 
requirements. 

Visit www.elarscan.co.uk  for 
operation videos and ask your ElarScan 
sales partner for details.   



ElarScan A2-600KS   
Flip-up flat glass – semi-automatic

The ElarScan A2-600KS first presented at 
GITEX-2019  equipped with powerful side 
“repro“-type LED lights UV/IR free for to achieve 
a strict scan quality requirements ISO 19264-1 
Level B 

Flat flip-up flattening glass DIN A2 with 
electromagnetic fixers and touch controls

Auto scan-start when glass is closed, 
and automatically release the glass 
upon completion of scan

 For turn to 120° or 90° V-scan - just flip 
the glass up, no any re-adjustment 
needed.

ElarScan A2-650 KS 

Deep 50cm motorized cradle, 
flat filp-up glass semi-automatic 

Especially designed “archive” scanner 
ElarScan A2-650KS intended for digitizing 
a thick books, old archives, albums, folios, 
registers. Robust cradle for items up to 50 
kg weight and to half-meter thick is fully 
motorized by separate controls, allowing 
comfortable operation. Automated flip-
up flattening glass allows semi-automatic 
operation with minimum touch “just turn 
a page and close a glass” –  
see video at www.elarscan.co.uk



ElarScan A1-600 and ElarScan A1-600KS 
Oversized up to A1 format and larger

ElarScan A1-600 is simple and economic 
integrated professional planetary scanning 
solution for large books and flat originals up 
to A1 format 90 x 60 cm, with optional table 
for scan up to A0. Perfect for large albums, 
maps, painting, registers, newspapers. Flexible 
manual cradle handles originals up to 20 kg 
and up to 24 cm in height

  All types of originals up to DIN A1 and A0 
with optional extension table  

  All in one with PC and genuine ELAR 
ScanImage 2.xx scan/post-processing 
software

  Integrated auto-correction of V-shaped 
images  for  scan books\folders opened 
for 120° or 90°

  Online image pre-processing by instant 
LiveView for FreeFrame to scan 20 
fragments at once, for auto-format, 
multi-masking, page splitting, cropping 
and other operations.  

ElarScan A1-600 with extension table A0

Advanced floor standing ElarScan A1-600KS 

provides semi-automatic scanning using flip-up 
flattening glass. Deep and robust motorized cradle 
with separate controls is intended for originals up 
to 50 kg in weight and 15 cm (glass flattening) or 
up to 30 cm (no glass) in height:  
visit www.elarscan.co.uk for details.



Model

A2-400(600) A2-400(600) WU A2- 400(600) KS A2-400(600) R A2-400(600) RA A2-450(650) KS A1-600 A1-600KS

Application Universal planetary 
scanner DIN A2+

Scan self-service 
“Walk-up”

Flip-up flat glass 
flattening

Up-down manual 
page flattening

Up-down automatic 
flattening

Thick originals up to 
50 cm

Universal planetary 
scanner DIN A1

Motorized planetary  
scanner DIN A1

Special Flat and V-shape 
scan

Touch-screen 
control

Semi-automatic 
operation

Interchangeable flat 
or V-shape glass

Motorized cradle 
and flattening

Deep motorized 
cradle, flip-up glass 

semi-automat, floor-
standing

Table-top integrated 
all-in-one large 
format scanner

Floor standing, 
motorized cradle, 

flip-up glass  
semi-automat

Max scan area DIN А2+ (625 mm x 420 mm) 
DIN A2++ (660 mm x 450 mm) for flat originals without using the glass plate

DIN A1 (900 mm x 600 mm) 
DIN A0 (1189×841 mm) - 

optional

Lighting User adjustable LED-Lighting UV/IR free, selectable built-in centered of side illumination

Side lights Standard built-in “Repro” type Standard built-in 4-zone adaptive  

Scan system No pre-scan; online image pre-processing by LiveView; Macro-mode with motorized optical zoom x2,0; FreeFrame technology 20 images to scan at once; 
integrated industrial CMOS-camera, scan time less 0.5 sec any format

Scan resolution 300 – 600 dpi (A2-400xx);  400 - 800 dpi (A2-600xx); 300 - 800 dpi (A1-600xx models); 400-1000dpi for C-800xx models*

Standards Exceeds ISO 19264 Level B, Metamorfoze Light, FADGI ***  for  DIN A2+ format (A2-600xx and A1 models)

Controls Integrated Intel© based PC with Microsoft© Windows10; touch cockpit; embedded professional  «ELAR ScanImage» batch scan/processing software full version 

Optional Dust/overlight cover; Footswitch for scan start Extension table for flat originals A0 
(1189×841 мм)

Main unit 
dimensions, mm 
(DxWxH), weight 

900 x 780 x 1090 
55 kg

900 x 780 x 1090  
55 kg

940 x 840 x 1130  
69 kg

900 x 780 x 1120  
87 kg

940 x 840 x 1130  
84 kg

1000 x 1030 x 1980   
180 kg

950 x 1090 x 1260 
/ 80 kg

1240x 1700 x 2060 
/ 254 kg

Operating  
(DxWxH) 900 x 780 x 1090 900 x 780 x 1090 940 x 1800 x 1130  900 x 1800 x 1120 940 x 1800 x 1130 1200 x 1440x 1980 980 x 1920 x 1260 1240 x 2200 x 2060

Model range ElarScan See www.elarscan.co.uk for detailed specifications and video

*We reserve the right for changes without notice. Specifications and delivery set can vary depending on region. Contact our sales partner for details.

www.elarscan.com

Allied Images Ltd
4 Pondwood Close,
 Northampton, NN3 6RT, UK
+44 (0) 1604 670679
www.elarscan.co.uk




